Dear Sir/Madam,
Greeting from GaneshKunda.com!!!
Thank you for your enquiry, and for giving us the opportunity to plan and arrange your
holidays. Not only have we changed people’s perceptions towards travel and travel related
needs, but through our constant efforts and hard work, we have grown up to become
Nepal’s #1 Travel Brand a relatively short span of time. This growth stems from the belief
instilled in all of us that your satisfaction matters!
With this promise from all of us to make your holiday an unparalleled experience, we hope
you will enjoy your holiday as much as we enjoyed bringing it to you.

JAPAN TOUR- 4N/5Days
Package Rates:NPR. 199,900/-(Per person on twin sharing
basis)
Day 1

<Pick up at the airport.
→Transfer to Hotel

Day 2 < Tokyo Tour
< Mt. Fuji Panorama & Hakone Flower Tour
*Pick up at 8:20am
→Daikanyama Observatory (20min)
→Flower Viewing at Hotel de Yama (60min)
→Hakone Ropeway (16min)
→Owakudani (45min)

Open-Air Museum
→Flower Viewing at Horai-en (30min)
→Shopping at Odawara (30min)
→Arrive at Shinjuku
Day 3 < Kamakura & EnoshimaTour
< 1-Day Hidden Kamakura & Enoshima Bay Drive Tour
*Pick up at 8:15am:

→Matcha Green Tea Experience at Jomyo-ji Temple (40min)
→Hokoku-ji Temple (30min)
→Kotoku-in Temple and the Great Buddha (30min)
→Lunch (Japanese style meal)
→Enoshima Sightseeing (75min)
→Tour ends near Shinjuku Station West Exit
Day 4 < TOKYO AFTERNOON TOUR / Gray Line >
Depart from ANA Intercontinental Tokyo
→Hama-Rikyu Garden
→Sumida River Cruise
→Asakusa Kannon Temple & Nakamise Shopping Street
→Kappabashi (Drive through)
→Ueno and Akihabara (Drive through)
→Return to ANA Intercontinental Tokyo
Day 5 < Transfer Hotel to Airport for return after happy memories
*Includes: Flight ticket, 3 star hotel, Breakfast every day, Sightseeing, Guide
, Entrance fees, Visa fee, Visa assistance, and transfers.
*All tour on Private deluxe coach.
*Advance of NPR 50000.00 to confirm your seat (NPR 20000.00 is nonrefundable)
*Non refundable deposit includes visa fees, invitation letter + hotel booking + processing
fees
*Full payments should be made once visa get approved.

